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1 INTRODUCTION

Fast prototyping of complex applications such
as digital signal processing systems over Field
Programmable Gate Array technology has be-
come a very important issue due to the in-
creasing number of FPGA components and
their recent architecture evolutions. A rapid
estimation of FPGA utilisation rate, time ex-
ecution and power consumption (ATP in the
following) at the behavioral level is necessary
to allow an eÆcient exploration of a large de-
sign space and to select the best implementa-
tion component. The method described here
aims at guiding the design process of hetero-
geneous architectures such as in the codesign
issue, so the main quality of the performance
estimator is to be fast and accurate enough in
order to explore a wide design space and guar-
anty the choice of the best implementation
solution. A lot of estimation techniques are
described in the literature and many of them
come from the High Level Synthesis (HLS)
research. We can �nd methods estimating
the processing unit [1][3][4], from the beha-
voral until the layout level, control or mem-
ory units [2] for one or two sort of constraints,
area and time most of the time. But few tech-
niques targets FPGA and to our knowledge,
there is no global estimation methods (i.e. es-
timating the ATP cost of the whole system)
starting from a behavioral speci�cation. In
[5], the method is set up on the estimation of
area and timing values starting from a Reg-
ister Transfert Level netlist resulting from a
HLS tool. This approach aims at speed up

the HLS ow by getting rid of the Partition-
ning, Placement, Routing and Timing opti-
mization steps, and estimating the physical
design characteristics instead. The method
is very accurate but has two main drawbacks
caused by the use of a HLS tool : it might
be too slow in the case of the exploration of
a wide design space such as in codesign, and
the estimation process is strongly dependant
of the technology used. Our estimation pro-
cess allows both to be fastest (to the detri-
ment of accuracy) and far less dependant of
the technology through the characterization
of the target FPGA in a component library.
Furthermore, FPGA power consumption esti-
mation is included in order to give a complete
characterization of the design.
The outline of this paper is as follow : In sec-
tion 2, an overview of the estimation ow is
presented. Then section 3 explains the spec-
i�cation model and resources allocation algo-
rithm whereas section 4 describes the tech-
nology caracterization �le and ATP mapping
process. Finally, preliminary results and a
conclusion are given.

2 Estimation Flow

In the codesign issue, the system can be can
be seen as a set of several functionalities with
di�erent characteristics. The design space ex-
ploration step must garanty to rapidly test
the performances of those functions for several
target technologies (ASICs, FPGAs, DSPs,
. . . ) in order to �nd the best implementa-
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tion solution. This paper deals with the prob-
lem of FPGA estimation problem. In the
method described in [5], there is a strong de-
pendance to the technology trough the use of
the Synthesis tool. The estimation for an-
other FPGA technology will need the use of
another synthesis tool. That's the reason why
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Figure 1: The Estimation Flow

we use a component library in wich each tar-
get FPGA is described in a characterization
�le, so we can evaluate the system's perfor-
mances over several components without the
need of any sysnthesis tool. Furthermore, the
performances are characterized in a dynamic
way to obtain a signi�cant idea of the system's
feasibility : area (FPGA utilization rate) and
power consumption vs. variable time con-
straint (see section 5). This allow to take into
account the variable parallelismwithin the de-
sign and to give the designer more realistic in-
formation about the system's feasibility. The
estimation ow (�gure 1) can be divided into
two main parts. First, the resource alloca-
tion algorithm estimates the resource require-
ments starting from the behavioral speci�ca-
tion. At this step of th e ow, time is given in
number of clock cycles. Then, the ATP char-

acteristics of those resources are projected on
the target FPGA through the cahracteriza-
tion �le in order to obtain physical values of
the performances.

3 Resources Estimation

The behavioral description of the application
is a Hierarchical Control Data Flow Graph
(SPF Model [6]) resulting from a high level
language speci�cation (given in the C lan-
guage). The HCDFG model (�gure 2 & 3)
is composed of nodes and edges giving the di-
rection of the control ow between the nodes.
There are �ve types of nodes : CDFG nodes
are hierarchical nodes containing other CDFG
structures, control nodes are composed of con-
trol structures (loops, branches), DFG nodes
contain straight forward code (without con-
trol and hierarchy), data nodes contain data
used in the application (for memory require-
ment analysis) and processing nodes describes
the processing operations of the graph. The
Estimation Flow begins with the processing
part of the application. The �rst step is to
list all the operation types and data formats of
the whole graph. Then, the most suited oper-
ator is selected among the component library
for each type processing node. Once the re-
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Figure 2: the SPF model

source allocation step has been performed, the
clock period is set as the delay of the fastest
functional unit. So each node can be assigned
a number of clock cycles, in order to apply
a classical DFG estimation method based on



the computation of the as soon as possible
(ASAP) and as late as possible (ALAP) dates
[1][4], or a scheduling of the graph, according
to the speci�cation complexity. Each DFG
(wich is the basic block of the HCDFG model)
is estimated in a dynamic way, i.e. for many
time constraints (�gure 3). Then, adjacent
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Figure 3: Example of CDFG estimation

node analysis is performed in order to go up
trough the entire hierarchy (�gure 4). There
are four types of dependencies between two
adjacent nodes :

� Parallel execution (�g 2.(1)) : the re-
sulting execution time is the maximum
of the two execution times, and the num-
ber of resources of type k is the sum of
the number of resources of type k for each
node (for low cost operators), or may be
inferred from the analysis of the tempo-
ral use of the operator (for high cost op-
erators, i.e. area and power consuming
operators).

� Sequential execution (�gure 2.(2)) : ex-
ecution time is the sum of the two exe-
cution times and resource re-using is per-
formed by taking the maximum number
of resources for the two nodes.

� Branches (�g 2.(3)) : the estimation
method is based on the Probability-based
Analysis of Control Flow Graph Models
[2] where each transition arc between the
nodes has a probability of execution. The

resources estimation results of the nodes
are weighted by the transition arc prob-
abilities.

� Loops (�g 2.(4)) : There are two kind of
loops depending on whether the number
of iterations is known or not. For de-
terministic loops, we can consider many
con�gurations. For example, a 40 itera-
tion loop can be implemented as 40 iter-
ations of one branch, or 20 iterations of
2 branches, 10 iterations of 4 branches,
. . . Concerning non deterministic loops,
the number of iterations may be user de-
�ned or determined by pro�ling. There
can only be one con�guration of one loop
repeated N times in this case.

Two adjacent nodes are clustered into
macronodes and each point of the respec-
tive dynamic curves are analysed according
to the kind of dependency in order to com-
pute the resource requirement for the result-
ing macro node (nodes merging). Hence, dy-
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Figure 4: Adjacent nodes combination

namic curves are obtained at the end of each
adjacent nodes combination, until the top of
the hierarchy is reached. A global time con-
straint GTCi is computed for each DFGi of
the graph and an exploration zone is de�ned
in order to reduce the dynamic estimation al-
gorithm complexity (�gure 5). The num-
ber of exploration points around GTCi can be
user de�ned or obtained from a system level
analysis, like the method described in [7].
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4 Technology Mapping

Each FPGA technology has a charaterization
�le who contains all the characteristics of the
architecture (interconnection resources, mem-
ory resources and control logic like the Em-
bedded System Blocks in the ALTERAAPEX
family) and the basic functional units per-
formances (arithmetic and logic operators).
Area and time characterization is operated by
synthesizing each basic functional unit for sev-
eral data formats. The synthesis tool gives the
delay (critical path) and ressource utilization
of the component (number of logic cells, . . . ).
Concerning power consumption, it is obtained
by measuring the supply current of the FPGA
with a precision ampere meter. Power char-
acterization is performed through two param-
eters : static power is the power consummed
when the FPGA is programmed and there is
no clock activity, dynamic power is the power
consummed when data are sent through the
inputs and is parameterized by the clock fre-
quency. Then, the average dynamic power
consumption per access is obtained as follow
: ADPopk = U � I=Fh where U is the sup-
ply voltage, I is the measured current and
Fh is the running frequency. After the step
of Resources Estimation, we know the num-
ber of functional units of each type in func-
tion of a variable time constraint. The area,

delay and power consumption of each func-
tional unit is characterized in the component
library (�gure ??). Time execution values
are obtained by projecting the clock period
value with the time constraint de�ned in num-
ber of clock cycles. We compute the total
area of the whole application by adding the
contribution of each functional unit, know-
ing the area of each of them. Concerning
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Figure 6: Technology mapping

power estimation, the number of use of each
functional unit is computed. Then, know-
ing the average power consumption by access
makes total power consumption easy to com-
pute : Popk = ADPopk�N

operations
k =Tex, where

Noperations
k is the number of operations of type

k in the graph and Tex is the execution time
of the application.

5 Results

We present here the estimation results com-
ing from a speech coding application (G.722
recommendation). The example is a simple
�lter based on a 12 iteration loop whith basic
multiplication addition pattern. The target
FPGA is a Xilinx XC4000. Figure 7 shows
the Con�gurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) utiliza-
tion rate, for the processing unit, compared
to the synthesis results. There is slight devi-
ation between the estimated time constraints
(X axis) increasing when the design area (Y
axis). This is due to the interconnection de-
lays whose inuence gets bigger whith the
FPGA utilisation rate. Figure 8 shows the
average power consumption estimation for a



25 MHz clock frequency running compared to
the Xilinx estimation method. We can notice

FPGA utilization
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Figure 7: Area estimation results.

the same deviation concerning temporal esti-
mation for low time constraint values. The
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Figure 8: Power estimation results.

analysis of the power estimation curves shows
a great di�erence between the two estimation
tools, and will be compared to measurements
in a future work. The �rst results presented
here show that the estimator is quite acurate,
with a maximum deviation of 3.31% for CLB
estimation and 17.46% for time constraint es-
timation (average error 7.9%). The next step
of our work is to include the interconnection
delays to correct the temporal estimation er-
ror [5]. Then, the memory requirements (size,
number of ports, address generator, . . . ) will
be analysed. Finally, for the control part of
the application, a same approach can be done
by estimating the combinational logic (num-
ber of logic gates for the control unit esti-
mation, depending on the number of states,
number of functional units, number of mem-
ory ports, [2]).

6 Conclusion and perspec-

tives

We have presented a new performance esti-
mation technique for FPGA based systems.
The estimator gives realistic area vs. time es-
timation values through dynamic characteri-
zation and includes power consumption. This
methodology can be applied to the estimation
of ASIC implemented functions by de�ning a
new characterization �le and interconnection
cost model. So a global performance estima-
tor for codesign systems can be developped
from this work by including interdependency
analysis (communications between the di�er-
ent untits of the architecture, memory shar-
ing, . . . )
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